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And I shall have some peace there,  

for peace comes dropping slow,

Dropping from the veils of the morning  

to where the cricket sings;

There midnight’s all a glimmer,  

and noon a purple glow,

And evening full of the linnet’s wings.

 

- William Butler Yeats 

 Lake Isle of Innisfree.
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Shot at Actual Location

A weekend retreat, lazy 
Sunday afternoons.
Changing the world, 
never felt so good.
AN INTRODUCTION TO WILDWOODS

The sweep of a hill, the filigree of 

sunlight laced through the woods, 

songbirds in a Sunday medley and you. 

Welcome to a beautiful way of life. 

Wildwoods invites you to find a home, 

made in nature amidst the Sahyadri 

mountains in the Western Ghats. A 

home in Wildwoods, promises to be a 

wooded, eco-friendly haven. It offers 

you an earthy and unique retreat that’s 

close to the city, but magically far away 

from its stresses. 

Sprawled across 50 acres of hill and 

forested lands, it is a project with a unique 

purpose. It seeks to go beyond mundane 

realities of real estate to an inspired vision 

of creating a wooded reserve. Wildwoods 

seeks to conserve, restore and replenish 

the bio-diversity of the rich ecosystem 

that surrounds it. Built for the ecologically 

conscious, the nature-loving and those 

who wish to find a space off the beaten 

track, it offers homes that will exist in 

aesthetic and functional harmony with 

their surroundings.  



A pledge to curl fingers 
into the soil.

The promise of bare feet 
on tree trunks.

A tryst with the forests 
that were.

We have a dream.  
And we’re sure you’re 
going to share it. 
A CLOSER LOOK AT OUR EFFORTS AT WILDWOODS



Don’t just build a holiday 
home for yourself:
build a forest for the hills, 
build a legacy for the 
world and your children. 
SAHYADRI HILLS & TAMHINI:  
A UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE SITE

“In this ecological treasure trove located 

in what is barely five percent of India’s 

land, you can discover 27% or between 

4000 to 15000 of all species of higher 

plants in India.”

At Wildwoods you’ll come home to tailor-made luxury 

that you can enjoy with a gladdened conscience. 

Your beautifully landscaped home and land will exist 

in reborn forests that have a story. Your children will 

enjoy the privilege of running through a UNESCO 

World Heritage neighbourhood and one of the 

“hotspots” of biological diversity in the world.



To understand how much thought is going into creating the Eden that 

you will inhabit, here’s a picture of how we are bringing the forests 

alive again. Wildwoods is being created in close consultation with our 

ecological partner Oikos. We’re not just replanting on your land, we’re 

restoring it to make it richer than we found it.

For hundreds of years 
forests have helped us,
now it’s our turn to return 
the favour. 
RESTORING FORESTS AT WILDWOODS

WHAT IS FOREST RESTORATION?

Forest Restoration is a specialized form of reforestation. It differs from conventional 

tree plantations in that its primary goals are biodiversity recovery and environment 

protection.

WHAT ’S IN IT FOR US:

A fresh breath of air for starters. At any time, forests account for as much as double 

the amount of carbon in the atmosphere. Even as more manmade carbon is produced, 

forests remove around three billion tons of manmade carbon every year. This amounts 

to about 30% of all carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels. In short, trees help us 

to continue to breathe despite all the pollution we create. An increase in the overall 

forest cover around the world will help to slow down the devastation effects of global 

warming. Forest also preserve biodiversity, protect microclimates and create a long 

term virtuous cycle that even leads to greater economic prosperity for locals when 

executed in partnership.



Your home here is a part of a larger plan. It will be built for beauty 

and tranqulity but also so that your garden can serve as crossroads 

for rabbits, butterflies and birds.

You might encounter new furry and feathered neighbors on every 

hike through your neighborhood. We identified hundreds of species 

of flora and fauna before the project. Our overarching ecological 

strategy has ensured that every-thing, from natural water resources 

to native tree species, has been kept in mind in our conservation 

and planning efforts. Which means you can meet a 100 year-old 

tree, camp by an ancient watering hole and hear the chirp of foreign 

visitors every migratory season.

We’ve worked hard to get 
to know the locals, before 
we moved in. 
 
After all, forest eco-systems 
make for a very  
exclusive neighborhood.
ECOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

Reforestation must be done using native species that 

are suited to a region. The planting of foreign species 

can have a negative impact on an already fragile eco-

system.

Our main focus is not just on plantation but on 

improving the ideal conditions for self-regeneration in 

the land. So instead of mass plantations on the entire 

land, around 100 to  

250 native plants are planted every year.

Foreign species use 10 liters per 
plant per day as opposed to the 
3.33 litres on an average that local 
species require to thrive.



RE-ESTABLISHING SMALLER  ECO-SYSTEMS 

AND HABITATS FOR SMALLER FAUNA, THAT 

SERVE AS FEEDERS FOR LARGER ECO-SYSTEMS.

You might encounter new furry and feathered neighbors on every hike through 

your neighborhood. We identified hundreds of species of birds and animals before 

the project. Our overarching ecological strategy has ensured that every-thing, 

from natural water resources to native tree species, has been kept in mind in our 

conservation and planning efforts. Which means you can meet a 100 year-old 

tree, camp by an ancient watering hole and hear the chirp of foreign visitors every 

migratory season.

We’re bringing back the 
birds and the bees.
So, they’re still around for 
your children. 
BIO-DIVERSITY CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

For instance, the Mangi Fera Indica, better known as the 

mango tree attracts many birds, Pale billed and thick 

billed flower peckers being amongst them. Symbiotic 

relationships between plants, birds and insects are re-

established setting the bedrock for the restoration of 

larger eco-systems.

LIST OF TREES

Common Name Scientic Name

1. Ain Terminalia tomentosa

2. Apta Bauhinia racemosa

3. Amba Mangifera indica

4. Asana Bridelia retusa

5. Babhul Acacia nilotica

6. Bahava Cassia stula

7. Bhokar Cordia dichotoma

8. Bibba Semecarpus anacardium

9. Bor Ziziphus mauritiana

10. Chinch Tamarindus indica

11. Grewia species

12. Henkel Maytenus senegalensis

13. Karanja Pongamia pinnata

14. Kate Sawar Bombax malabaricum

15. Kavath Limonia acidissima

16. Khair Acacia catechu

17. Kuda Holarrhena pubescens

18. Maharukh/ Mahaneem Ailanthus 

excelsa

19. Moha Madhuca indica

20. Moi Lannea coromandelica

21. Mokha Schrebera swietenioides

22. Neem Azadirachta indica

23. Pangara Erythrina suberosa

24. Patangi Dalbergia melanoxylon

25. Phashi Dalbergia lanceolaria

26. Sag Tectona grandis

27. Salai Boswellia serrata

28. Shewga Moringa pubescens

29. Shindi Phoenix sylvestris

30. Umbar Ficus racemosa

31. Wad Ficus benghalensis

32. Waras Heterophragma 

quadriloculare

33. Waval Holoptelea integrifolia



A WILDWOODS SURVEY OF NATIVE AND MIGRATORY BIRDS

Another reason we’re planting forests, is to arrange the homecoming of the land’s 

original inhabitants, so that one day you can greet them in the morning from your 

window. The region is home to more 50 species of songbirds and gets flying visits 

from many more. More than 200 hundred species of birds migrate to Bhugaon 

Hills in response to changes in food availability, habitat, or weather. Flocks of 

migratory birds fly to Manas and Pashan Lake seasonally adding to the musicality 

of the woods that surround you. 

Getting to know the locals:

Here are the names of some of the 

winged wonders your are likely to 

converse with from your window:

Ashy Prinia

Barn Swallow

Baya Weaver

Black Lored 

Yellow Tit 

Black Redstart 

Black Winged Kite 

Common Iora 

Common Quail

 Common Tailorbird 

Dusky Crag Martin 

Golden Oriole 

Great Tit 

Greenish Warbler 

Grey Wagtail

Indian Cormorant 

Indian Grey Hornbill 

Indian Robin 

Jungle Babbler

Little Egret

Oriental Magpie 

Robin 

Oriental Skylark 

Oriental White Eye 

Alexandrine Parakeets

 Indian Pond Heron 

Purple Rumped Sunbird 

Purple Sunbird 

Rufous Tailed Shrike

Red Throated Flycatcher

Red Vented Bulbul

Red Wattled Lapwing

Rufous Tailed Lark

Rufous Treepie

Scaly Breasted Munia

Small Bee Eater

Small Minivets

Tree Pipit

Verditer Flycatcher

White Throated Kingfisher

White Breasted Waterhen

White Browed Wagtail

White Cheeked Tit

White Throated  
Fantail Flycatcher 

White Wagtail

Wire Tailed Swallow

Wood Sandpiper

Yellow Footed Green Pigeon 

Common Rose Finch

Thick Billed Flowerpecker

 Coppersmith Barbet

Small Blue Kingfisher

Black Drongo 



Trees and plants are the bedrock of every ecosystem.  You have an opportunity 

to own and enjoy the land for its natural beauty. In this, your land could help to 

conserve and restore this beautiful eco-system. By owning this piece of land, you 

could help to create your very own wooded, giving back to the soil and forests.

As the trees return, the land is seeing the resurgence of fauna, an improvement 

in soil quality and moisture levels. As efforts to reforest bear fruit, over the next 

few decades the region has the potential to be home to a dense forest of these 

wooded wonders.

Getting to know  
the locals: 
A WILDWOODS SURVEY OF NATIVE FLORA

LIST OF TREES

Bija 

Pipar

Kalam

Shikekai

Kalumbar

Ain

Pedgul

Bharangi

Samudra ashok

Lodhra

Sheras

Murudsheng

Shendari

Newali

Dhup

Wet

Bahawa

Kinjal

Gela

Ambulaki

Goyanda

Anjani

Kuda

Raikuda

Madhavi lata

Parjambhul

Satwin

Maad

Surangi

Bakul

Makadi

Phanas

Phansada

Beheda

Ranchafa

Pisa

Bhokar

Shivan

Kala kuda

Hirda

Kewada

Amba

Kumbha

Kokam

Wari karvi

Bamboo

Kusar

Jambhul

Nagchafa 



You’ll find little touches of earth love everywhere on 

and around your property. From the hedges that edge 

your gardens and orchards, to the soil your children 

will make mud-pies in, we’re creating a space that will 

truly allow you to exist in harmony with nature. 

Before we dug in  
new foundations,
we decided to plant  
deeper roots.
LAND RESTORATION

Rebuilding soil fertility  
and moisture

1.

2.

Plow composted organic waste into  

the soil to increase fertility.

Plant water-rich grasses to migrate away 

from drought-resistant varieties. This helps 

establish micro-ecosystems for small fauna 

and alters the soil composition.

PROTECTION:  

To protect that land from overgrazing and slash and 

burn practices, we’ve planted a thick living thorny 

hedge of native Nirgudi, Pipar, Bhoma, Bamani. This 

will prevent indiscriminate grazing and allow the land 

to heal.

Conventionally, locals set fire to the grazing lands in 

the mistaken belief that this improves the soil. This 

has a devastating impact on the plants, trees and 

animals of the region, setting the eco-system back to 

ground zero every year. We’re protecting the land from 

such fires in the future. A fire line has been created 

with a buffer belt of 10 to 15 feet width through 

controlled fire. With a kindling free zone surrounding 

the land, it is protected from forest fires.



You don’t have to worry about wasting water at Wildwoods. We make it 

easy for you to live green. From homes to gardens and forests, we make 

sure every drop is used better:

IN YOUR HOME: All faucets have an aerator to ensure less water is 

wasted per volume dispensed.

IRRIGATION WITH WASTEWATER:  All gardens and personal 

spaces uses wastewater for irrigation, preventing loss of groundwater 

and pollution of local waterbodies.

NO CONCRETE JUNGLES: By ensuring that most pathways are 

built with stone rubble we prevent rainwater run-off. Water seeps back 

into the soil enriching the land.

To us God really is in the details.
Like in every drop of water.
WATER CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT

Dream up a garden and we’ll grow it for you without harming the 

earth. Your garden here will be a vision of local flowers and trees, 

changing in time with the seasons.  

The answer lies in Ecological Landscaping. 

Paths may be bordered beautifully, but only with flowering plants 

that are indigenous to the area. Shady woodlands are created for 

you to hide in, but with native shady and perennial greens. Beautiful 

spaces are carved out with local species, to delight you with the 

wonders of mass blooming. 

Ecological Landscaping is 

a more responsible way of 

designing gardens. It helps 

the process of beautification 

by preserving the biodiversity. 

It focuses on helping to 

build ‘liveliness’ on the land. 

Created wilderness is the base 

for this beautification.  

 

THE EXCEPTIONAL THING ABOUT THIS EFFORT IS THE REALIZATION THAT THE 
WILDLIFE IS AND SHOULD REMAIN AN INDISPENSABLE PART OF THE LANDSCAPE.

Beauty that lies in the  
lay of the land.

Gardens that give back  
to the forest.
ECO-LANDSCAPING & PLANTATION PLANNING.

Promoting  
the movement  
of native fauna

TREE CORRIDORS

The tree corridors will provide habitats & movement 

patches for fauna. These are planned in terms of roadside 

avenue, hedges along walkways, boundary plantation and 

stream side plantations.

STEPPING STONES

Single trees or cluster of shrubs are planned across the 

area to act as stepping stones for fauna movement.  

This will also include shrub hedges or  flower beds in 

between bungalows.
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Inspired by the world’s  
greatest architect: Nature.
OUR ARCHITECTURAL PHILOSOPHY

Sustainable Home Design:

We have stayed true to our philosophy of blend rather than build in all 

our efforts at Wildwoods. We have ensured our homes use sustainable 

materials that not only blend in with the surrounding but are also 

relevant to the environment in which the home is built.

The scientific study of the sun path and the wind path has helped 

us design homes which provide you with ample light and ventilation 

through the day and year round. Large windows offer grand views and 

the strategic use of natural light also means very little artificial lighting 

is required during the day.

We have maximised the efficient usage of water in your homes through 

drip irrigation, water recycling and rain water harvesting.

Locally sourced materials ensure a smaller 

carbon footprint as materials do not need to be 

sourced and shipped from distant locations.

Rubble Stone Masonry has been used to 

reduce waste, to utilize existing materials and to allow 

groundwater to seep back into the soil. We do not 

use concrete floors as they do not allow groundwater 

reserves to be replenished by rain.

Burnt Bricks ensure aesthetic facades that do 

not require expensive and ecologically unsound 

refurbishment. 

Natural and reclaimed materials: Materials 

such as stone, wood windows and Shahbad tile 

not only create a charming aesthetic effect but 

also ensure that you do not need to maintain your 

house’s temperature artificially. The natural breathable 

materials retain heat during winters and ensure 

coolness during summers.

Blend and Build: Nature friendly materials, have 

been thoughtfully put together to create sustainable 

and beautiful structures, that sit in harmony with their 

surroundings. 



1+ 
Acre.

20% Personal use

80% Forest restoration 

Solar 
Pack

250+
Trees



Coal-Produced electricity  
is the biggest contributor of 
global warming.
A household rooftop solar panel system can 

reduce pollution by 100 tons  

of CO2 carbon dioxide in its lifetime—and 

this includes the energy it  

took to manufacture the solar panels.

You can let the sun take care of your electricity bills here. All the homes at Wildwoods 

offer Solar Power allowing you a more economical, clean and renewable source of 

energy. Our aim is to go off the grid, so that we have the minimum possible carbon 

footprint. Coal plants are the largest producers of carbon emissions, which contribute 

to global warming. Oil hurts the planet too. The entire community at Wildwoods 

would therefore take less than it would give to the grid, preventing air and water 

pollution and water loss from non-renewable coal-based energy sources. While the 

Indian sun is a plentiful source, storing that energy can be a problem. We solve it here 

by offering two-way metering.

Your home will be 
powered by a 174 
quadrillion watt source. 
The sun. 
THE WILDWOODS SOLAR COMMUNITY

THE BENEFITS OF TWO-WAY METERING

Your solar panels continue to generate electricity even when you’re not there to use it. Which means any solar 

energy that you don’t use will be given back to the grid. 

Your meter will then give you credits for that much electricity so that your consumption of non-solar electricity 

is offset by the solar electricity that your home helped to provide. 

The result, you use smarter cleaner energy, give back to the planet and save on electricity bills. 

EARN WHILE YOU BURN:  

The electricity generated by your home goes into the grid, thus 

earning you power credits.  

Which essentially means, you could power your home on your 

weekend for free. 



Imagine walking through 200 trees on your land. Each home at Wildwoods will 

have it’s own wooded charm. And when you step beyond your door, you will 

witness a profusion of growth and verdant beauty. In fact if you’ve got a green 

thumb, you can join us and watch your saplings unfurl over the years. 

LOW-HANGING FRUIT:  To set things off we’re flinging seeds into existing 

plant clusters. This means our little seeds land on welcoming ground and take 

root.  We are thus enriching existing vegetation and tapping into the land’s own 

resources to heal it. 

REBUILDING LOCAL PLANTATION:  An onsite nursery will house 

hundreds of native plants to ensure that they are in harmony with local 

ecosystems. Your home will nestle amidst the 20% portion of this vast space 

that has been mindfully carved out for personal use, including the creation of 

farmhouses, courtyards, private gardens and spaces for outdoor camping.

The little ones  
keep our gardeners busy all day.

After all, we’re planting  
250 saplings on each plot.
TREE SAPLING PLANTATION

Wildwoods will eventually plant upto 250 trees on 

each plot of land (4000 sq. m.), adding up to over 

40,000 trees on the entire parcel of land. Out of 

total area of the settlement, 80% will be gifted back 

to nature for forestation. 



You won’t have to worry about wasting water on lawns here at 

Wildwoods. We’ll create your personal drip-irrigation system for each 

sapling on your land so that they stay well-watered without wastage, 

even when you’re away.

Drip irrigation is a form of irrigation that saves water and fertilizer by 

allowing water to drip slowly to the roots of many different plants, 

either onto the soil surface or directly onto the root zone, through a 

network of valves, pipes, tubing, and emitters. 

Drip Irrigation reduces per plant water 

consumption to 5 liters per plant.

Our trees get their water  
the same way oceans are made.
Drop by precious drop.
DRIP IRRIGATION

HOW, AT WILDWOODS, 

WE WILL CONSERVE WATER A 12-MONTH PERIOD:

MONSOON: 

For 4 months of monsoon our drip irrigation system needs only 25% of five liters per plant

WINTER:  

During the winter months it requires only 50% of 5 liters per plant

SUMMER: 

During the summer months it requires 100 % of 5 liters per plant
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Give your home a signature style
and woods to surround it.
CUSTOMISING YOUR WILDWOODS HOME

1 acre plots with small villas: 
Create a vast open space, or rambling 

garden to surround a cosy villa.

1 acre plot with large villas:  
Create an airy bungalow surrounded by 

greenery.

½ acre plots with villa 

configuration of your choice: 

From a studio to a cottage, make your 

vision a reality.

Here are two of the infinite possibilties for 

your Wildwoods home:

MOON GARDEN:

With four bedrooms, designer bathrooms, 

courtyards, decks and an open air shower, 

the Moon Garden Villa offers a stately 

home that’s perfect for chasing the muse 

and butterflies. 

DAYDREAM: 

With two/ three bedrooms, designer 

bathrooms, open air shower, a courtyard 

and deck, Day Dream Villas offer a cozy 

getaway to while away many memorable 

weekends. 

Ask our team for floor plans & 

customisation details 



While there is an overarching philosophy 

that guides what we build, there is 

more than enough room to make your 

Wildwood home, uniquely yours.  

From material palettes and add-ons, 

to unique layouts you can choose your 

signature style, working with our 

architects, builders and designer. 

Here are some of the customizations you can 

envision for your Wildwoods retreat:

Custom layouts: Choose and build from 

multiple layouts, adding a window for light, opening 

up a skylight, create a wooden porch, or carve out a 

reading nook.



Design Flair: Ask for 

unique touches, stylish 

furniture with a natural 

aesthetic or a dash of art to 

punctuate your home.

Outdoor Shower: 

Enjoy the spa-like 

experience of a shower 

out in the green.



Create a deck to laze in or entertain, 

carve out a sunk living room or  

a book-lined study.
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LIVING IN NATURE: 

Thickets, mountain 

trails, the rising mist, the 

warble of a bird are just 

outside your window.

STAR GAZING:  

Spend enchanted 

evening gazing at the 

stars from our machaans.

CYCLING JAUNTS: 

Feel the wind in your hair 

as explore the woods on 

your cycle.

NATURE TRAILS:  

Make room for 

serendipity by walking 

wooded trails across 

the hills.



BIRD WATCHING: 

While away the 

weekend in a machaan, 

with a field guide and 

binoculars, making your 

acquaintance with the 

Wildwood’s winged tribe.

OUTDOOR DINING: 

Entertain friends and 

family or have a cosy 

dinner for two in the 

great outdoors.

CAMPING TIMES: 

Pitch a tent, set the kettle 

and lie back under a  

leafy canopy, at our 

camping sites.

BONFIRE BONHOMIE: 

Use our forest-safe bonfire 

pits for an evening to 

remember. Tell stories by 

the campfire, raise a toast or 

simply dream away in away 

in winter twilight.



COMMUNITY SPACES:  

Get together with family  

and friends at the clubhouse.  

A swimming pool, a library,  

a kitchen and dining hall 

as well as a community 

hall ensure that there is 

something for everyone here.

BARBECUE:  

We offer sustainably built 

outdoor barbecues. Grill 

and roast up a feast in 

the great outdoors.
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Just because you’re 
in the lap of nature,

doesn’t mean you 
can’t be in the lap  
of luxury too. 
SERVICES AT WILDWOODS

Getting away from it all shouldn’t have to mean having to do 

without. Which is why Wildwoods offers a bouquet of professional 

services that help make your stay a delight. Pack light, leave your 

baggage behind and simply drive in.

HOUSEKEEPING:  Come away to a spic and 

span weekend retreat by simply making a call. Tell 

us when you’re headed to Wildwoods and we’ll keep 

your home in good order so that you find it perfect 

whenever you come and stay. We will stock it and 

ensure all the little touches, that add to your comfort 

are taken care of. 

GARDENING: Our gardeners will tend to your 

gardens and your plantations, even while you’re away, 

so that you always come back to a blossoming haven.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE: Our Food and Beverage 

services will ensure that you are pampered at 

Wildwoods with fresh and delicious meals perfect for 

a wide variety of tastes and preferences.

SECURITY: Enjoy your stay here with your family 

with the assurance of our security services. 

OTHER AMENITIES: Petrol Pumps, Restaurants, 

Medical Stores etc. are in close vicinity.

HEALTHCARE: A tie-up with Sahyadri Hospital will 

allow you to access a doctor or ambulance services, 

should the need arise.
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THE TERRAIN:  

Avg. elevation 1012 m above sea level.

For those who tell you, you must choose between 

city lights and country life, we’re happy to prove them 

wrong. You’re always a cushion’s width from a view 

straight out of a book. Here, landscaped gardens, 

picturesque decks and wide open spaces invite you to 

bring the outdoors within. 

WILDWOODS

Closer and better connected to Mumbai 

(India’s Commercial Capital),  

Western Pune is growing much faster  

than its saturated Eastern counterpart.

A mere 20-minutes’ drive from Pune’s 

Chandni Chowk and Kothrud 

 

45 minutes from the Mumbai Pune 

expressway Exit. 

 

Nestled amidst 7000 acres of forest, 

flanked by the Western Ghats.  

Reserved forest zones around the 

settlement mean that nothing 

threatens the woods that surround 

you even in the future.   

Close to the city.
Close to nature.
Closer to the real you.
LOCATION

While you may find it hard to leave Wildwoods once 

you’re here, there are many wonderful sights to 

explore in your neighborhood. 

The beautiful Manas Lake, 10 minutes away offers 

boating and restaurants by the water. 

The hill station of Lavasa, is a scenic 30-minutes 

drive from you.

The Oxford Golf Course is 35 minutes away. 

5 min. from National Highway (Paud To Raigad)  

and Pirangut Industrial Hub

10 min. from 14 lane Ring and Pune Ring Road Metro 

(Passing Through Bhugaoan Village) 

17 min. from Chandani Chowk and NH4 

(Mumbai-Bangalore Highway)

25 min. from Hinjewadi IT Park

JUST AROUND THE BEND

THE LONG & SHORT OF IT



Shot at Actual Location

.

An Introduction to Wildwoods
- Welcome to a UNESCO World Heritage neighbourhood

- Forest Conservation and Restoration

- Ecological Assessment 

- Bio Diversity Conservation and Restoration

- Land Restoration

- Water Conservation

- Eco Landscaping

.

Homes at Wildwoods
- Our Philosophy

- Sustainable Materials

- Solar Community

- A Wooded backyard

- Drip Irrigation

.

Bespoke Homes
.

Lifestyle
.

Services
.

Location
.

About us
.

Terms and Conditions
.



About Us

SKYi was established in 2004 with the endeavour to 

redefine the essence of fine living. Right from the outset, 

we identifed localities that had potential for signifcant 

growth based on well-researched indicators. Coupled with 

our process-driven concept, where ecological sustainability 

goes hand in hand with premium design and amenities, our 

thoughtfully designedTM residences are engineered to give 

you a good return on your investment.

We are proud to present to you our canvas of work of  more than 10 years in 

Western Pune. Our thoughtfully designed projects are home to over 1000 

happy families and we are getting ready to welcome another 2000 familes 

in the coming years. Our projects are the proud recipients of CRISIL 5 Star 

ratings, Indian Green Buiding Council [IGBC] Gold and Platinum Certificates, 

an award for being one of the Top 100 projects in India and most importantly 

the trust of our customers.  

We invite you to be a part of the SKYi family. 

.
SEHER TOWERS BANER

.
5 BANER

.
IRIS BAVDHAN

.
NILAY AUNDH

.
AQUILA BANER

.
SONGBIRDS

.
THE SONGBIRDS ESTATE

.
MANAS LAKE

.
IRIS BANER

.
SKYi FIRST

.
SEHER BANER

.
STAR TOWERS

.
STAR TOWN

.



Shot at Actual Location

.

Terms and Conditions
.

This brochure and its contents are purely conceptual and merely to assist the reader to navigate into images, 
artist’s impression, architectural drawings (not to scale), area, price & other information only, which may vary at 
the sole discretion of Enerrgia Skyi Ventures, in accordance with the applicable laws. All information contained 
herein is provided for guidance purposes  and does not constitute any invitation to offer/offer for the Purchaser. 
None of the objects/representations mentioned herein constitute a legally binding agreement or representation. 
Enerrgia Skyi Ventures does not take responsibility that may arise from any information given in this brochure. 
It may please be noted that the contractual rights and obligations between the Purchaser and Enerrgia Skyi 
Ventures shall absolutely be governed by the Agreement for Sale and other ancillary deeds and documents, as 
may be executed, between them and/ or any third parties. The Purchaser is requested to appraise himself about 
the terms and conditions contained therein with the help of an independent legal and tax advisor. The present 
brochure pertains to the entire project (“Wildwoods”) development envisaged by Enerrgia Skyi Ventures for the 
project development spread over 50 Acres (approximately) which shall be planned and developed in various 
phases, subject to the requisite permissions/approvals from appropriate competent authorities. However, the 
Purchaser is requested to note that, as on date, the layout only for Phase I, has been sanctioned/approved and 
the construction/ development plan for the remaining land parcels is pending approval. Enerrgia Skyi Ventures is 
in the process of preparing the development plan for the remaining phases and reserves its right to prepare, add, 
delete, alter, modify or in any manner change the plans, specifications, images, architectural drawings, prices, 
data & other information in its endeavor to make improvements as and when required. Enerrgia Skyi Ventures 
reserves its right to undertake the aforesaid activities without prior intimation and/or notice to the Purchaser. 
The Purchaser is requested to note that (i) location maps of (“Wildwoods”) Project, its neighboring areas, and 
Pune City are not to scale and are for reference purpose only, (ii) neighborhood offerings located outside of 
(“Wildwoods”) Project, are for depiction purposes only and are not part of the (“Wildwoods”) Project, and (iii) 
the actual elevation of the Villas/Bungalows/Forest Homes and/or units may vary from the Artist’s impressions 
as depicted herein. (iv)the units/villas in the project are bespoke/customisable and the specifications and 
amenities will be mutually decided by the buyer and Enerrgia Skyi Ventures and the total consideration and 
the agreed specifications and amenities will be developed as per the ‘’agreement to sell’’. All the offerings, 
brands ,specifications shown in this brochure are options and additional charges may apply for all bespoke /
customisable features/furniture/specifications/amenities etc. It may further be noted that the pricing of the 
Villas/ bungalows/units quoted by Enerrgia Skyi Ventures does not include the costs of furniture, floor coverings, 
curtains, mirrors, wall hangings, light fittings, furnishings etc. as depicted in brochure and/or otherwise. The 
brands and make of the material used in the Villas/ bungalows/units are indicative and the material actually used 
may be of equivalent make & quality as per availability at the relevant point of time. It is the responsibility of the 
Purchaser to evaluate the accuracy, completeness and usefulness of any data, opinions, advice, services or other 
information provided herein or by the distributor(s) hereof. All information contained herein is distributed with 
the understanding that the authors, publishers, and distributors, assume no liability whatsoever in connection 
with its use. We request the Purchasers to consult independent legal and/or tax advisor or real estate expert with 
respect to their investment / purchase of the Villa/bungalows/units. Enerrgia Skyi Ventures at its sole discretion 
intends to develop various amenities and facilities in the (“Wildwoods”) Project inter alia including hospitality 
facilities viz. the Club etc., entertainment facilities, healthcare facilities and commercial spaces etc., which shall be 
exclusively and absolutely owned by Enerrgia Skyi Ventures  and/or its representatives. The aforesaid amenities 
and facilities will be managed and maintained exclusively by Enerrgia Skyi Ventures  and/or its representatives. 
It is further clarified that the above mentioned amenities and facilities in “Wildwoods” project shall be offered to 
the residents of (“Wildwoods”) project and also to the outsiders, subject to the terms and conditions to be laid 
down by Enerrgia Skyi Ventures and also subject to the payment of the fees/ charges etc., as may be prescribed. 
SKYi logo is a registered trademark and has been permitted to use the same for the (“Wildwoods”) Project. 
The contents, service marks, graphic images, layout, information, text, opinions and material contained in this 
brochure are the exclusive property of Enerrgia Skyi Ventures and are protected by copyright and intellectual 
property laws. No person shall use, copy, reproduce, distribute, imitate, publish, display, modify, create derivative 
works or database, use, transmit, exploit, sell or distribute the same in whole or in part or any part thereof in 
any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise without written permission 
from Enerrgia Skyi Ventures.

MahaRERA Reg. No.
WILDWOODS PHASE 1 - Plot No. 1 To 30 
P52100000763

HEAD OFFICE 
Shivana, Above Royal Enfield Showroom, Bhusari Colony, Paud Road, Kothrud, Pune - 411 038

SITE ADDRESS 
Gat no 269, Village Wanjalewadi, Taluka Haveli, Dist. Pune. - 411 023



thoughtfully designed homesTM


